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NBLC Partners with All Canada Classic

 

Rainmen owner Andre Levingston is working hard to promote the NBL of Canada this summer.

 

The National Basketball League of Canada is pleased to announce their partnership with the 2011 All Canada Classic,

taking place today at the Air Canada Centre in Toronto, Ontario.

 

"We are extremely pleased to support the All Canada Classic," stated Andre

Levingston, Interim President & CEO of the National Basketball League of

Canada. "It is part of our mission to help raise the profile of basketball in this great

country, and the All Canada Classic is certainly aligned with that goal."

 

During the three-day long event, the country’s best high school basketball

prospects will have the opportunity to showcase their skills in front of thousands of

Canadian basketball fans. 

 

“Many Canadian players slated to be in this year’s NBA draft have played in the

All Canada Classic,” says Levingston. “Also, two former players from our NBL

team in Halifax, Jevohn Shepherd and Jermaine Anderson, have also played in the

event.”

 

Levingston says that he is excited to play a part in celebrating the country’s young
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basketball talent, and is confident that basketball fans will one day see several of

the players featured in the All Canada Classic playing in the National Basketball

League of Canada.

 

The National Basketball League of Canada recently announced that eight Canadian

cities have formally applied to participate in the league's inaugural, which is slated

to officially tip off in November 2011. 

Related: http://www.sportstream.ca/sports-ns-nb-pei-nf/35-video/18753-goodbye-

pbl-rainmens-andre-levingston-speaks.html

Sportstream is the webcasting home of the Halifax Rainmen.  Follow us on

twitter @sportstream and check us out on Facebook.
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